Do you want to be part of a dynamic team, working with world-leading companies and
cutting-edge technologies like AWS/Google cloud, SaaS solutions, Open APIs,
microservices, containerized architectures and serverless frameworks?
Beyond Now is an international leading ecosystem orchestration and digital platform provider, powering
organizations to launch new services at speed and grow revenue in an era of cloud, IoT, AI and 5G by utilizing our
digital platform and SaaS BSS. We're building our team with the best people, and that's where you come in.

Cloud Engineer (m/f/x)
Premstätten | Full-time | Immediate Start
What you’ll be doing:
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

You´ll be part of our DevOps Team, which runs and develops our SaaS solution in the cloud
Together with your team you´ll optimize and expand the use of our newest Cloud Services (AWS, GCS…) for our
solutions
You´ll automate manual activities
You´ll design and implement tools for automate quality management (Tests, Monitoring, Rules, Continuous
Delivery Pipelines etc.)
You´ll have varying activities (Software-Design, Cloud-Design, Programming in Java/JavaScript/Python,
Configuration, Automation, Maintenance and Operation)
You´ll be working with State-of-the-Art Technologies like Docker, Kubernetes, Terraform, Datadog, AWS Cloud,
Google Cloud

What you bring to the role:
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Completed IT education or comparable qualifications
You are open to new trends in software development (Cloud Services, Serverless, Microservices, DevOps,
Continuous Deployment) and willing to use them
Knowledge or experience in Cloud Native technologies like Docker and Kubernetes
Knowledge or experience in Java and Linux
A collaboration mindset with an independent and accurate approach
Communication skills in English (verbal and written). German would be an asset.

What’s in it for you:
-

-

You can avail of our multiple benefits:

We offer a salary in line with the market of EUR 2.700,- to 4.000,- gross per month, depending on specific
qualifications and professional experience.

-

Find out more about us and what’s in it for you at:
https://www.beyondnow.com/en/company/careers/work-at-beyond/ and apply here!

